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Why neutrino physics?Why neutrino physics?

The simplest
questions are

often the deepest

Neutrinos might help us answer the philosophical
question: WHY ARE WE HERE ?
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† 

nm ≠ ne
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Intense high energy neutrino sources (Intense high energy neutrino sources (≈≈1960)1960)

Pontecorvo, JETP 37 (1959) 1751
Schwartz, Phys. Rev. Lett. (1960) 306

target
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It was realized that high energy accelerators could be
used to produce intense high-energy neutrino beams!

The birth of “accelerator neutrino
physics”...

While the technique has been perfected (in particular with the help of
magnetic focalizing systems), the basic principle is still the same

used today in modern neutrino accelerator experiments

p ± Æ m± +nm ?
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The first accelerator neutrino beam (1962)The first accelerator neutrino beam (1962)
In 1962 at the Brookhaven AGS accelerator

proton energy :    15 GeV

proton intensity:  400’000’000’000 protons/pulse

      3000 pulses/day

neutrinos:  energy≈1 GeV,   mostly nm ?

1 neutrino
interaction  per

1000 kg per day!

Be target

Shield

30 m

Need a detector with large mass able
to distinguish electrons from muons !
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BNL-Columbia experiment (1962)BNL-Columbia experiment (1962)
10 ton “spark chamber” detector

Danby, Gaillard, Goulianos, Lederman, Mistry, Steinberger, Schwartz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 9 (1962) 36

n

1 ton spark chambers
9 Aluminum plates
110x110x2.5 cm
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Neutrino-nucleon charged current interactionsNeutrino-nucleon charged current interactions

W

ne e–

d u

W

nm m–

d u

Showering track Penetrating track

Hadrons Hadrons
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n

One One ““muonmuon-like-like”” event in spark chamber event in spark chamber

Long straight track
fi µ candidate

1 ton spark chambers
9 Aluminum plates
110x110x2.5 cm
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Results from BNL-Columbia experimentResults from BNL-Columbia experiment

Single tracks 34

Number of events

Multi tracks 22

“Showers” 8

Only 2 are
compatible

with electrons

ne ≠nm

400 MeV electron test
beam
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† 

ne ≠ nm ≠ nt
Alias “search for neutrino oscillations at short baseline”
FNAL E531, CHARM-II, CCFR, etc..
Recently CHORUS, NOMAD
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Assuming individual lepton flavor
conservation at production vertex
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Neutrino-nucleon charged current interactionsNeutrino-nucleon charged current interactions

W

ne e–

d u

W

nm m–

d u

Showering track Penetrating track

Hadrons Hadrons

W

nt
t–

d u

Short-lived, decaying track
Neutrino(s) in final state

Hadrons

nt

NOTE: a minimum amount of energy is needed
            (to create the mass of the lepton):
            me = 0.5 MeV,    -    mm = 106 MeV    -    mt = 1770 MeV

e-,m-,p-,…
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No excess of t-like events found !

† 

Br p / K( )+
Æ m+nt( ) <ª 5 ¥10-5     (90%C.L.)

Unofficial combined CHORUS+NOMAD result (G. Fiorillo, Neutrino 2002)
can be reinterpreted as LFV limit:

Compare with

† 

Br p + Æ m+ne( ) < 8 ¥10-3     LF

Br p + Æ m+n e( ) < 1.5 ¥10-3     L
(90%C.L., PDG2000)
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Neutrino propertiesNeutrino properties

Electric charge

Angular momentum (“spin”)

Interactions

Rest mass (95%C.L.)

Lifetime (90%C.L.)

Anomalous magnetic moment (µ/µB)

Intrinsic nature

Chirality

0

1/2

Only left-handed coupling

Only weak

Dirac particle ? Majorana ?

ne ntnm

<≈ 5 eV <160 KeV <18.2 MeV

>300 s/eV >15.4 s/eV ?

<1.8x10–10 <7.4x10–10 <5.4x10–7

(from PDG98)
LEP electroweak fit: Nn = 2.994±0.011
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The The ““genericgeneric”” neutrino flavor experiment neutrino flavor experiment

Lepton usually not measured

l+

l’±Target=usually nucleon
or nucleus

Lepton measured to tag

Production
vertex

Propagation in
space: distance=L

Detection
vertex

n or n–

Parent

In a typical experiment, we can control (or predict) the parent. A decay occurs in which a
neutral particle (neutrino or antineutrino) is produced. This particle is detected and tagged
via the charged lepton flavor and charge l’±. In general, the charged leptons could have
different flavors l+≠ l’± and their charges could be the same or opposite !
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In the Standard ModelIn the Standard Model
ß SM gauge invariance implies an (accidential) global symmetry

Â U(1)B ¥ U(1)e ¥ U(1)m ¥ U(1)t

Â The total lepton number and the individual lepton flavors are exactly
conserved

Lepton-Number
conservation:

Lepton-Flavors
conservation:

† 

Le + Lm + Lt = const.

† 

Le = const.
Lm = const.
Lt = const.
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nt
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Le=        1                      0                      0
Lµ=        0                      1                      0
Lt=        0                      0                      1
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Lepton flavor conservationLepton flavor conservation
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Total lepton number conservationTotal lepton number conservation
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TodayToday’’s understandings understanding

Lepton usually not measured

l+

l’-

Neutrino oscillation

Lepton measured to tag

Production
vertex

Propagation in
space: distance=L Detection

vertex

nl

Parent W

W
nl’

ß Direct lepton flavor or lepton number violation is strongly constrained, mostly in reactions
involving charged leptons at the level of 10–6 or below.

ß Note that experimental limits involving neutrino flavors are at the level of 10–3.
ß Lepton flavor violation is believed to occur via mixing in the leptonic sector (neutrino flavor

oscillations).
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ß Electron mass:
ß Natural mass term for neutrino:
ß All experiments are consistent with (i.e. the V–A weak CC couples

to these only):
Â The state of neutrinos is fully nL
Â The state of antineutrinos is fully nc

R where C is the charge conjugation
ß Do the chiral states nR and nc

L exist as independent eigenstates ?
In other words, can the neutrino and the antineutrino possess two
helicity states ?

ß A Dirac mass term requires 4 independent helicity states !
ß It can be generated by the standard Higgs mechanism.

Dirac mass term (I)Dirac mass term (I)
  

† 

-Le = mee e = e LeR + h .c.( ) where

  

† 

-L = mD n LnR + h.c.( )

  

† 

r p   

† 

r p 

  

† 

r p   

† 

r p 

† 

n

† 

n 

?

† 

n

† 

n 

Boost (unless m=0!)

CPT

–

+

+

–

L=+1:

L=–1:
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eR ,L ≡
1
2 1± g 5( )e
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ß But adding these neutrino states is NOT trivial !
ß Sterile:

ÂThe new states are singlet states of the fundamental symmetry
SU(2)LxU(1)Y of the SM:    I=0, I3=0, Y=0

ÂNo interaction with known gauge fields

ß Lepton number
ÂA term            is gauge invariant, but violates lepton number by

two units !

Dirac mass term (II)Dirac mass term (II)

† 

ne

e-

Ê 

Ë 
Á 

ˆ 

¯ 
˜ 

L

;  eR
- ;  neR

† 

n L
cnR

† 

n L
cnR

L=+1L=–1
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Majorana massMajorana mass
ß The neutrinos are electrically neutral, hence they could be invariant

under charge conjugation, e.g.

ß At the cost of lepton number conservation, a mass term (Majorana
mass term) can be introduced with these two states only:

ß Majorana mass terms require a new mechanism of mass
generation that is beyond the SM.

ß They could come from terms of the type               where f is the SM
Higgs doublet, suppressed by a cutoff M (fiSM is an effective
theory)

† 

n ≡ nL +nR    fi n = n( ) c

  

† 

r p 

  

† 

r p 

Boost

L=+1:

L=–1:

CPT

  

† 

-LMajorana = mL n LnR
c + h.c.( )       DL = 2

† 

1
M n LffnR

c
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Form of the weak charged currentForm of the weak charged current
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Weak eigenstates Flavor eigenstates

Weak eigenstates Mass eigenstates

Leptons charged current:

Quarks charged current:

By symmetry arguments, one would expect quark and lepton weak
currents to have similar structure:

However, in the Standard Model, neutrinos are massless (degenerate)
fi Ul ≡ 1
fi e m t ( )Lg m
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n m
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If neutrinos are massive particles, then the mass eigenstates and the weak eigenstates do not have to be the
same

Mixing in the lepton sectorMixing in the lepton sector

e–

ne=Ue1n1+ Ue2n2+ Ue3n3

W

m–

nm=Um1n1+ Um2n2+ Um3n3

W

t–
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Useful parameterization of the mixing matrixUseful parameterization of the mixing matrix

† 

U =

1 0 0
0 c23 s23

0 -s23 c23
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c12 s12 0
-s12 c12 0
0 0 1
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¯ 
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N(N–1)/2=3 independent angles q12, q13, q23, (N–1)(N–2)/2=1 complex phase d

Writing unitary mixing matrix U for three families (N=3) as the product of three rotations
plus one complex phase:

NB. In the case of Majorana neutrinos there are additional N–1=2 phases that are not observable in
neutrino oscillation experiments
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† 

nm Æ nX
with

† 

Dm2 ª O(10-3eV 2) and large mixing
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Earth is a splendid neutrino beam line!

Isotropic source (small
anisotropy comes from
geomagnetic effects)

Primary cosmic rays

1 GeV/nucleon

Differential flux

† 

I(E GeV / nucleon( )) ª1.8  E -2.7  nucleons / cm2 / s / sr / GeV
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Hadronic shower cascade
Atmosphere depth ≈ 1000 g/cm2

Lots of muons and atm
neutrinos at Earth
surface """≈100 /m2/s!
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† 

ne + n e

† 

nm + n m

Absolute charged current event rates

Neutrino interaction rate is small: ≈150 CC events/kton/year
Average energy: ≈400 MeV
Spectrum ≈ E–1.7 above 1 GeV

1 GeV
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Most neutrinos cross the Earth! Look for upward muons!
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Flux of vertical muons Depth of underground exps.

IMB
Soudan

Kamiokande
SuperK

Gran Sasso
Fréjus

Mt-Blanc

Suppressing cosmicSuppressing cosmic muons  muons + backgrounds+ backgrounds
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Ratio ofRatio of muon  muon to electron neutrinosto electron neutrinos

p, K
m e

R =
nm + n m
ne + n e

ª 2

hadronic cascade + decays

Predicted ratio of
muon to electron
neutrinos

Ka
on
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Dominant decays
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Results from detailed simulations of atmosphereResults from detailed simulations of atmosphere
ß Complicated calculations confirm naïve expectations (as usual?)

R =
nm + n m
ne + n e

ª 2

Neutrino energy (GeV)

† 

ne / n e

† 

nm / n m

So far experiments could not distinguish neutrinos from
antineutrinos on an event-by-event basis
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Atmospheric neutrino detectionAtmospheric neutrino detection

•Tau neutrino not expected in atmospheric flux (if no oscillations)
•In any case, atmospheric tau neutrinos are very difficult to detect
because (1) energy threshold (i.e. very low rate) (2) hard to distinguish
from ne or nm interactions

p,n,p,K,…

ne
e–

Neutrinos interact VERY rarely with matter - when they do, they
often produce a charged lepton of their “own character”:

p,n,p,K,…

nm
m–

p,n,p,K,…

nt
t–

NOTE: a minimum amount of energy is needed
            (to create the mass of the lepton):
            me = 0.5 MeV,    -    mm = 106 MeV    -    mt = 1770 MeV

nt

e–,m– ,p– ,…

ne
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Past and present atmospheric Past and present atmospheric nn experiments experiments

1. They all stopped data taking
2. SuperK had an accident and is under repair. It is the only experiment that will

resume data taking in the future.
3. In addition, only one new experiment ICARUS is under construction and will

start data taking next year. It is the only approved new experiment.
4. Other bigger experiments are being discussed (HyperK, MONOLITH, …)
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Measured double ratioMeasured double ratio

† 

R ≡ m / e( )data / m / e( )MC

Atmospheric neutrino problem !Atmospheric neutrino problem !
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SOUDAN-2 detector (1989-2000)SOUDAN-2 detector (1989-2000)

Soudan II detector is located in an underground
laboratory in the Tower-Soudan Iron Mine 1/2
mile (2,090 metres of water equivalent) beneath
Soudan, Minnesota, USA

Soudan II detector was 960 ton tracking
calorimeter composed 224 modules of steel sheets
shaped as honeycombs to host drift tubes.
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Atmospheric neutrino events in SOUDANAtmospheric neutrino events in SOUDAN

The entire calorimeter is comprised of 224
modules
Each module contained a tightly packed
honeycomb array of 15,120 drift tubes
The drift tube array provides 3-dimensional hit
reconstruction, with an r.m.s. accuracy of 1.12cm
in the drift direction and 3.5mm in the orthogonal
plane, together with dE/dX sampling.

p,n,p,K,…

m–nm
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Gran Sasso Underground Laboratory  (LNGS)Gran Sasso Underground Laboratory  (LNGS)
http://www.lngs.infn.it/

Three experimental
halls, each 100m
long, 18m height,
18m wide

Earth shielding of
3800 meters of
water equivalent

•Access through highway (tunnel)
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MACRO experiment (until 2001)MACRO experiment (until 2001)

MACRO was built to
search for monopoles,
but is also sensitive to
C.R. muons and
atmospheric neutrinos

MACRO was composed of 6
supermodules, each consisting of
streamer tubes planes and scintillators
for precise timing

77 meters
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MACROMACRO
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SuperKamiokande SuperKamiokande DetectorDetector

Operation from April 1996 till November 2001 (currently under repair)

Very large Water Cerenkov detector: Fiducial mass 22.5 kton

Overburden:
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Cerenkov Cerenkov ringsrings

n

† 

cosq =
1
nb

    n(H2O) =1.33

Particle traversing medium at speed faster than the speed of light in
that medium emits light.

Particle momentum thresholdsParticle momentum thresholds:
•Electron 0.6 MeV/c
•Muon 120 MeV/c
•Pion 159 MeV/c
•Kaon 568 MeV/c
•Proton 1070 MeV/c
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e/e/mm

Fully Contained (FC) Partially  Contained (PC)

Upward through-going m

Upward stopping mmm

mm

          Contained event
(sub-GeV, multi-GeV sample)

Eν~ 1 GeV Eν~ 10 GeV
Eν~ 10 GeV (stop μ）
　　　100 GeV (through μ） 

Event classification of atmospheric Event classification of atmospheric nn
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Electron andElectron and muon  muon events inevents in SuperK SuperK
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AA muon  muon candidate incandidate in SuperK SuperK
1998-04-04 08:35:22. It was reconstructed as a muon with momentum of 603 MeV
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An electron candidate inAn electron candidate in SuperK SuperK
1998-04-04 21:26:08. It was reconstructed as an electron with momentum of 492 MeV
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e+e+pp00 final state candidate final state candidate
1997-09-24 12:02:48
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Zenith angle distributionZenith angle distribution

P n m Æ nm( ) = 1- sin2 2q sin2(1.27Dm2 L
E

)
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Zenith angle dependence: effect of resolutionZenith angle dependence: effect of resolution
Dotted curve: 20% smearing on angle

1 GeV 2 GeV

5 GeV 10 GeV
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1489day FC+PC data  +  1678day upward going muon data

     1-ring e-like          1-ring m-like          multi-ring m-like        up-going m

Up-going　　　　Down-going

No osc.

Osc.

stopping

Through
going

< 1.3GeV

> 1.3GeV

Super-Super-KamiokandeKamiokande data data

ß Whole SK-1 data have been analyzed.
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Parameters and mode determinationParameters and mode determination

ß Fit of muon disappearance
data and no apparent electron
appearance

ß Uses FC,PC,up mu and multi-
ring events

ß Very good c2 (175.0/190)
ß Consistent with maximal

mixing q23=45°

nm-nt indirectly favored mode

† 

Dm2 ª (1.5 ÷ 4) ¥10-3eV 2,
sin2 2q23 > 0.88
at 90% C.L.

1290 days data taking
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Neutrino oscillations through matterNeutrino oscillations through matter

† 

sin2 2qm (D) =
sin2 2q

sin2 2q + ±
D

Dm2 - cos2q
Ê 
Ë 

ˆ 
¯ 

2

† 

D En( ) = 2 2GFneEn ª 7.56 ¥10-5   eV 2 r
gcm-3

Ê 

Ë 
Á 

ˆ 

¯ 
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E
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ˆ 
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+ for neutrinos
– for antineutrinos

† 

lm = L ¥ sin2 2q + ±
D

Dm2 - cos2q
Ê 
Ë 

ˆ 
¯ 

2

Resonance:

† 

D ª Dm2 cos2q

† 

sin2 2qm (D) ª1
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mν3

mν2

mν1

Δm12=0
2

Δm13 = Δm23 = Δm
2 2 2

Δm , θ13, θ23
2

Matter effects in 1-mass approximationMatter effects in 1-mass approximation
Must consider mixing with electron-neutrino fi 3 neutrino mixing
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Pure, maximal
νμ→ντ

90%CL

99%CL

No evidence for non-zero θ13. Consistent with reactor exp.

Super-K

(3 flavor, 1 mass scale dominance, normal mass hierarchy)

Allowed parameter regionAllowed parameter region
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Pure νμ→νs oscillation:  (1) NC deficit & (2) Matter effect

NC enriched multi-
ring events

Super-K 79ktyr

High E. PC

Through
going μ

Super-K

Vertical / Horizontal ratio
(through going μ)

MACRO

νμ→ντ

νμ→νs

 νμ→νs is disfavored > 99%.

(1) NC deficit (2) Matter effect

 Oscillation to sterile neutrinos? Oscillation to sterile neutrinos?
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Oscillation into something non-interacting?Oscillation into something non-interacting?

sin2x controlled by (1) size of matter effects (2) NC disappearance

† 

nm Æ (cosxnt + sinxns)
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† 

nm Æ nX
with

an independent, second-generation technique, offering
an improved detection of atmospheric events
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LNGS physics programLNGS physics program

1. Solar neutrinos
2. Atmospheric

neutrinos
3. Neutrinos from star

collapses
(Supernova)

4. Majorana Mass
5. Dark Matter search
6. Nuclear cross

section
measurements

•1400 m rock overburden
•Cosmic ray flux attenuation ≈ 10–6
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Novel liquid Argon imaging TPC technique: Initial mass 0.6 kton
ICARUS detectorICARUS detector

Planned start data taking in 2003

≈20 m
≈6 m

≈4 m

2x300 tons
≈50000 readout wires

1. Solar neutrinos
2. Atmospheric neutrinos
3. Supernova neutrinos
4. CERN-NGS neutrinos
5. Proton decay
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Density 1.4 g/cm
3

Radiation length 14 cm
Interaction length 80 cm
dE/dx = 2.1 M

eV/cm
T=88K  @

 1 bar

Liquid Argon

≈  0,5 kg LAr
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wire pitch

d

d

Drifting

Ionizing Track

e-

(Induction)

(Collection)

light

in LAr

E1

E2

E3

¸When charges drift,
they induce a signal on
the wires

¸Since the mobility of
electrons is much higher
than that of ions, only
electrons contribute to
the observed signal.

¸Electrons can drift over
macroscopic distances if
argon very pure
(e.g. ≈ meter drift
requires purity of <1 in
1010 atoms)

¸Multiple non-
destructing readout wire
plans can be assembled
for multi-views

Wire plane

Wire plane

Wire plane

(Induction)

Principle of readout
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Time -- drift
Reconstructed event

400 ns
sampling

Raw Data

40 cm

Real Event from a 15 ton LAr DetectorReal Event from a 15 ton LAr Detector

Principle of signal recordingPrinciple of signal recording
55000 e–/cm and no amplification near
wires (liquid)
fi low-noise electronics
typ. 1000 e– RMS
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≈300‘000 kg LAr        = T300

ICARUS T300 cryostatICARUS T300 cryostat
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Cryostat (half-module)

20 m

4 m

4 m

View of the inner detector

ICARUS T300 prototypeICARUS T300 prototype

Readout electronics
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Run 960, Event 4   Collection Left

25 cm

85 cm

Electronic bubble chamber (I)Electronic bubble chamber (I)

17
6 

cm

434 cm

Run 308, Event 160   Collection Left

265 cm

142 cm

Muon decay

Shower

Hadronic interaction
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16,4 m

Run 975, Event 93   Collection Left

91 cm

Run 975, Event 61   Collection Left

262 cm

17,8 m

Electronic bubble chamber (II)Electronic bubble chamber (II)

Long track

Very long track
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Particle identificationParticle identification
K+[AB] Æ m+[BC] Æ e+[CD]

Collection view

Run 939 Event 95

Induction 2 view
A

B

C

D
K+

µ+

e+
A

A

B

B

C

C

m+[AB] Æ e+[BC]

AB

BC

K+

µ+

Run 939 Event 46

µ+

e+

µ+

e+
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Reconstruction in 3-DReconstruction in 3-D

ß Since the detector has three views 60° apart, it is possible to reconstruct
the events in space, using the redundancy of coordinates

Run 939 Event 51

Collection viewInduction 2 view
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The developed
technology allows 

(relatively)
easy transportability

20m

The ICARUS T600
module (cryostat & internal

detector) can be fully
assembled and then

shipped to the
defined experimental

beam site

Ext. insulation,
Electronic & DAQ

installation

LAr filling, RUN

ICARUS T600 prototypeICARUS T600 prototype
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LNGS Hall B is getting ready to receive ICARUSLNGS Hall B is getting ready to receive ICARUS…… (MACRO dismantled) (MACRO dismantled)
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T3000 Detector in Hall B of LNGS (cloning of T600)

≈ 70 Metres

First Unit  T600 +
Auxiliary

Equipment

First Unit  T600 +
Auxiliary

Equipment

T1200 Unit
 (two T600

superimposed)

T1200 Unit
 (two T600

superimposed)

T1200 Unit
 (two T600

superimposed)

T1200 Unit
 (two T600

superimposed)

T600: installed in LNGS early 2003
T3000: operational by summer 2006

T600: installed in LNGS early 2003
T3000: operational by summer 2006

Future extension
 to additional modules

ICARUS T3000ICARUS T3000

1. Solar neutrinos
2. Atmospheric neutrinos
3. Supernova neutrinos
4. CERN-NGS neutrinos
5. Proton decay

Improved statistics for:
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Atmospheric neutrinos in ICARUSAtmospheric neutrinos in ICARUS
ß The atmospheric neutrino analysis will be characterized by

Â Unbiased, systematic-free observation of atmospheric events
Â Precise prediction of neutrino flux (MC developed within the Collab.)
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En = 370 MeV

Pm = 250 MeV Tp = 90 MeV

nm quasi-elastic interaction

En = 450 MeV

Pe = 200 MeV Tp = 240 MeV

ne quasi-elastic interaction

90 cm

90
 c

m

m
p e

100 cm

90
 c

m

p
e

Simulated atmospheric events in ICARUSSimulated atmospheric events in ICARUS

Muon event Electron event
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Simulated atmospheric events in ICARUSSimulated atmospheric events in ICARUS

nmnÆm-D+ Æmpp0

Multiprong
nmNÆm-X

nenÆe-p

Single-π

Quasi-elastic
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Rates for upward/downward eventsRates for upward/downward events
For a 2 kton x year exposure,

significant deficit of upward-going  muon-like events
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Atmospheric up-down asymmetryAtmospheric up-down asymmetry

U - D
U + D

= -0.228± 0.100 (2 kton x year)

U - D
U + D

= -0.228± 0.060 (5 kton x year)

U - D
U + D

= -0.057 ± 0.100 (2 kton x year)

U - D
U + D

= -0.057 ± 0.060 (5kton x year)

All particles Lepton only

2s effect for 2 kton x year

4s effect for 5 kton x year

No discrimination
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New issues with atmospheric neutrinosNew issues with atmospheric neutrinos
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Overview future detectorsOverview future detectors

T3000
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T.T.F
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L/E resolution requirementsL/E resolution requirements

The oscillation pattern is
smeared by the finite
detector resolution on L/E

P. Antonioli
Now2000
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ICARUS L/E distribution (2003ICARUS L/E distribution (2003ÆÆ))

ß Oscillation parameters:
Â Dm2

32 = 3.5 x 10-3 eV2

Â sin2 2Q23 = 0.9
Â sin2 2Q13 = 0.1

ß Electron sample can be used
as a reference for no
oscillation case

Electrons

Muons

25 kt year

D(L / E)RMS ª 30%
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MONOLITH (>20??)MONOLITH (>20??)
Large mass       ~ 35 kton
Magnetized Fe spectrometer B = 1.3 Tesla
Space resolution    ~ 1 cm (rms on X-Y coordinates)
Time resolution           ~ 1 ns  (for up/down discrimination)
Momentum resolution    sp/p ~ 20% from track curvature for outgoing m
                                            ~   6% from range for stopping muons
Hadron E resolution   sEh /Eh ~ 90%/÷Eh⊕ 30%

~54000 m2 of detector :  Glass Spark Counters
~1500 m2 for external veto: Scintillator Counters

30 m

13.1 m

14.5 m

8 cm

2.2 cm

Fe

8.0 x 3000 x 1500 cm3  x 7.87 g/cm3 = 285 ton/plane     120 planes

Fe

B B
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……after four years!after four years!
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MONOLITH sensitivity MONOLITH sensitivity –– 4 years 4 years

ß Comparison of MONOLITH sensitivity to oscillations with Kamiokande and
SuperKamiokande

ß  90% C.L. allowed regions after 4 years for different Dm2 (left)
ß  Exclusion regions if no effect is found (right)
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Hyper-Kamiokande(48 x 50 x 500 m3 ~1Mt H20)

HyperkamiokandeHyperkamiokande (>2010) (>2010)

A further extrapolation from Kamiokande, SuperKamiokande
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70 kton LAr
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Simulated nm CC event in B=0.1 T
D

rif
t c

oo
rd

in
at

e

Wire coordinate

  

† 

r 
E ̂

r 
B 

  

† 

(
r 
B  out  of  slide)

e+

µ–

Space point resolution in drift direction: ≈400µm for m.i.p
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e+

2.5 GeV B=1T

Ha
rd

 b
re

m
ss

tra
hl

un
g

a) Primary electron momentum … curvature radius obtained by the calorimetric energy measurement
b) Soft bremsstrahlung g ’s  … the primary electron remembers its original direction         long effective x for bending
c) Hard initial bremsstrahlung g ’s  … the energy is reduced         low P          small curvature radius

Measuring the electron chargeMeasuring the electron charge
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Cryogenic storage tanks from LNG (USA)Cryogenic storage tanks from LNG (USA)
K. McDonald≈200 kton tanks on surface, no magnet

Very ambitious but conceivable on the timescale >2015
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New generation very large detectorsNew generation very large detectors

ß These very large detectors are conceivable only because
they will in fact provide simultaneously the study of
ÂAtmospheric neutrinos
ÂSolar neutrinos
ÂSupernova watch
ÂLong-baseline neutrinos
ÂProton decay searches!

ß The construction and operation of such detectors will be
the real challenges of the future underground physics.

ß The cost of one of these experiments is at the scale of an
LHC detector.
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p + C Æ (interactions) Æ p+, K+, (m+) Æ (decay in flight) Æ m+ + nm

+ few % of ( nm , ne )

Proton accelerator

Boone Horn

K2K muon monitor

Magnetic focusing
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MotivationMotivation
ß Long-baseline neutrino experiment with accelerators aim

to establish the neutrino oscillation in
ÂA well defined neutrino flight path length (L)
ÂA well understood flux of pure (mainly nm) beam
ÂAn priori “tunable” neutrino energy spectrum (En)

Earth

source detector
Baseline L

L/En ª 500 km/GeV

Dm2 ª 2.5 10-3 eV2

to maximize
oscillation probability !
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† 

nm Æ nX

† 

Dm2 ª 1- 4( ) ¥10-3eV 2 sin2 2q ª1
with
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K2K ExperimentK2K Experiment
Far Detector: SK
50kt Water C Detector

The First Long Baseline (250km)
Neutrino Oscillation Experiment
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K2K (KEK-to-K2K (KEK-to-KamiokaKamioka))
ß Accelerator: 12 GeV proton

synchrotron
Â Intensity 6x1012 protons/pulse
Â Repetition rate: 1 pulse/ 2.2

sec
Â Pulse width: 1.1 µs

ß Horn-focused wide-band
beam
Â Average neutrino energy:

1.4 GeV fi below t-threshold
ß Near detector: 300 m from

target
ß Far detector: SuperK@

250km from the target
Â L/E ≈ 180 km/GeV

ß Goal: 1020 protons on target
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neutrinosNear detectors:Near detectors:

1ktWCD: Same Type Detector as SK
MRD and SciFi: Fine Grained Precise Detector
MRD: Massive and Large Solid Angle Detector

Beam steering and beam
prediction at far detector !
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Delivered Protons on Target (POT)Delivered Protons on Target (POT)

Date

4.8x1019 POT

for Analysis

Goal:1020 POT (for Analysis)
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Neutrino Profile:Neutrino Profile: Centroid Centroid Stability Stability
((MuonMuon Range Detector) Range Detector)

 Horizontal
←+1 mrad
← -1 mrad

     Vertical

←+1 mrad

← -1 mrad

Beam centered
to ±1 mrad
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Neutrino Beam Profile (MRD)Neutrino Beam Profile (MRD)

ß One Month Data
ß Yellow belt: Fitting

Error
ß Dot-dashed line:

Center from GPS
survey
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K2K eventK2K event
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T. Ishii, LaThuile 2002

Atmospheric neutrino background reduced by 106 by precise timing
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87.3 +11.9
-11.9Cf. MRD:                      SciFi :                          87.4 +12.7

-13.9

4.8x1019pot (Jun99-Jul01)

No disappearance hypothesis is disfavoured at 97％ CL.

Observed SK eventsObserved SK events

Observe muon disappearance !
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K
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A
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ay 2000

W
ith sufficient statistics and a good reconstruction of

the event energy, the disappearance as a function of
Evis will be studied (so far not too convincing)
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K2K preliminary shape resultK2K preliminary shape result

ß Consistent values between SK atmospheric and K2K results

K
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NUMI-MINOS programNUMI-MINOS program
Two detector Neutrino Oscillation Experiment
(Start 2004)

beam
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D. Michael, Neutrino 2002
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M. Mezzetto, NBI 2002

NUMI neutrino beamNUMI neutrino beam
“Sacrifice neutrino flux to fit the expected energy of oscillated events”

Magnetic focusing
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MINOS scheduleMINOS schedule

ß 146 planes mounted as of 1
March 2002 (1.6 kt mass)
Â 2% of detector per day at present

rate of assembly
ß Finish installation of far

detector (2001-2003)
ß Near detector assembly

(2001-2003)
ß Beam line commissioning

(2004-2005)
ß Plan to start with cosmic ray

data-taking with half detector
and B-field in summer 2002

Far detector at SOUDAN
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† 

nm Æ nX fi nm Æ nt  ?

† 

Dm2 ª 1- 4( ) ¥10-3eV 2 sin2 2q ª1
with
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AtmosphericAtmospheric tau  tau appearance inappearance in SuperK  SuperK (I)(I)
M. Smy, Moriond 2002
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CC ντ events

ντ

ντ
τ

hadrons

● Many hadrons ．．．(But no big difference with other
events ．)

τ- likelihood analysis

● Upward going only

Zenith angle

Only ~ 1.0 CC ντ FC
events/kton・yr

(BG (other ν events)
~ 130 ev./kton・yr)

 

 

Search for CC Search for CC nntt events events
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Multi-ring 
Down-ward

Multi-ring
Up-ward BG MC

  t+BG MC

 Selection Criteria
l multi-GeV, multi-ring
l most energetic ring is e-like
l log(likelihood) > 0 (multi-ring)
                            > 1 (single-ring)

l total energy
l number of rings
l number of decay electrons
l max(Ei)/ΣEi
l distance between n interaction
  point and decay-e point
n max(Pm)
n Pt/Evis3/4 
n PID likelihood of most energetic ring

τ-like τ-like

TauTau likelihood analysis likelihood analysis
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AtmosphericAtmospheric tau  tau appearance inappearance in SuperK  SuperK (II)(II)
M. Smy, Moriond 2002

Only two bins!!!
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AtmosphericAtmospheric tau  tau appearance inappearance in SuperK  SuperK (III)(III)
M. Smy, Moriond 2002

A very tough job !≈80 kt¥yr exposure
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Simulated atmospheric Simulated atmospheric tt appearance in ICARUS appearance in ICARUS

•Compare NC(top) to
NC(bottom) at high energy
•Exploit precise kinematical
measurement of all final state
particles provided by ICARUS
imaging

-Improved discrimination by
a study of the event
kinematical properties

>3s effect 
after 40 kt x year exposure

Still a tough job !
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“Long Base-Line” nm Æ nt oscillation experiments

• build an intense high energy nm beam at CERN-SPS
• optimized for nt appearance search at Gran Sasso laboratory
                                               (730 km from CERN) 

Goal of the CNGS projectGoal of the CNGS project
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st/sm  CC increases with energy
(kin. suppr. due to t mass)

Posc En

st

sm

t prod. thr.

CNGS Optimization for CNGS Optimization for nntt Appearance Appearance
P(na Æ nb ) = sin2 2q sin2 1.27Dm2 L

E
Ê 
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ˆ 
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0 20 40 60 80 100

Can be matched
by a focusing system

with two magnetic lenses
(Horn + Reflector)

En ª   7 ÷ 24 GeV
Ep ª 20 ÷ 50 GeV

E (GeV)

Ideal nt rate

400 GeV protons

Posc * st (arb. units)
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LEP/LHC

SPS

•New extraction line
•Target chamber
•Decay tunnel (1 km)
•Connection to LHC for
auxilliary instrumentation
•Access & services galleries
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Aiming at LNGSAiming at LNGS……

4 March 11:00
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 Present CNGS Schedule Present CNGS Schedule
“today”

CNGS is on schedule!
But… SPS will stop from

Oct.2004 to Apr.2006, due
to the critical financial

situation of CERN
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LNGS Laboratory and the CNGS beamLNGS Laboratory and the CNGS beam

ICARUS
T3000

Two planned experiments to study neutrinos from CERN
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T600

T1200

T1200

ICARUS T3000 proposalICARUS T3000 proposal

GSSC March 2002: « (…) the proposed experiment is to be considered
only if the detector volume is not reduced and the starting time is around
2006. »

T600: installed in LNGS early 2003
T3000: operational by summer 2006

T600: installed in LNGS early 2003
T3000: operational by summer 2006
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enn

mnn

h-nh0n

h-h+h-nh0n

Ï 

Ì 
Ô 

Ó 
Ô 
Ô 

18%
18%
50%
14%

tÆnmÆ nt
Charged current (CC)

nt+ArÆt+jet;

nmÆ ne
Charged current (CC)

ne+ArÆe+jet

Direct detection of flavor oscillationDirect detection of flavor oscillation
The expected ne and nt contamination of the CNGS neutrino beam
in absence of oscillations is in the order of 10–2 and 10–7 relative to
the main nm component

Golden channel
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ttÆÆe search: 3D likelihoode search: 3D likelihood

ß Analysis based on 3
dimensional likelihood
Â Evisible, PT

miss,      rl≡PT
lep/(PT

lep+

PT
had+PT

miss)
Â Exploit correlation between

variables
Â Two functions built:

– LS ([Evisible, PT
miss, rl]) (signal)

–  LB ([Evisible, PT
miss, rl])     (ne CC

background)
Â Discrimination given by

lnl ≡L([Evisible, PT
miss, rl]) =  Ls / LB lnl

Vertex cuts
applied
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nnmmÆÆ n ntt appearance search summary appearance search summary

ICARUS T3000 detector
(2.35 kton active LAr)

5 year CNGS “shared” running
(2.25 x 1020 p.o.t.)   

Super-Kamiokande: 1.6 < Dm2 < 4.0 at 90% C.L.
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TheThe OPERA detector structure OPERA detector structure

~ 10 mn

m spectrometer
Magnetised Iron Dipoles

Drift tubes and RPCs

supermodule

n target and t decay detector
Each “supermodule” is

 a sequence of 24 “modules” consisting of

- a “wall” of Pb/emulsion “bricks”
- two planes of orthogonal scintillator strips

scintillator
strips

brick wall

module

brick
(56 Pb/Em. “cells”)

8 cm
(10X0)

235,000
bricks
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n

8 
m

Target
Trackers

Pb/Em.
target

Electronic detectors
Æ select n interaction brick

A A ““hybridhybrid””
experimentexperiment

at workat work

Emulsion analysis
Æ vertex search

Extract selected
brick  

Pb/Em. brick

8 cm
Pb 1 mm

Basic “cell”

Emulsion

Æ decay search

m spectrometer

Æ e/g ID, kinematicsÆ m ID, charge and p

nt
(DONUT)
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Expected number of eventsExpected number of events
5 year run with 1.8 kton average target mass, nominal n  flux
Full mixing, Super-Kamiokande best fit and 90% CL limits

  as presented at the 2001 Lepton Photon Conference
Decay mode      Signal

  1.2*10-3
    Signal
  2.4*10-3

    Signal
  5.4*10-3

 Bkgnd.

t  Æ  e   long        0.8 3.1        15.4    0.15
t  Æ  m   long        0.7 2.9 14.5    0.29
t  Æ  h   long        0.9 3.4 16.8    0.24
t Æ  e  short        0.2 0.9  4.5    0.03
tÆ  m  short        0.1 0.5          2.3    0.04
Total       2.7      10.8 53.5    0.75

kink
qkink

Long decays

Pb
(1 mm)

plastic base

I.P.

Short decays

emulsion layers
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Neutrino oscillation parametersNeutrino oscillation parameters

ß Solar parameters (1s interval)
Â | Dm2

21 | =(4÷12)¥10–5 eV2

Â tan2q12 = 0.32÷0.51  fi  30°<q12<36°
ß Atmospheric parameters (90% C.L.)

Â  |Dm2
32|=(1.6÷3.9)¥10–3 eV2

Â sin22q23 > 0.92fi  37°<q23<45°
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So whatSo what’’s next ?s next ?
ß Solving the solar neutrino problem

Â Assume KAMLAND confirms LMA
ß Solving the atmospheric neutrino anomaly

Â Assume LBL experiments MINOS, ICARUS, OPERA, …confirm oscillation into tau neutrino
ß Solving the LSND excess

Â Assume MiniBOONE refutes LSND excess
ß Simple 3 neutrino emerging scenario:

Â | Dm2
21 | =(4÷12)¥10–5 eV2

Â tan2q12 = 0.32÷0.51  fi  30°<q12<36°
Â |Dm2

32|=(1.6÷3.9)¥10–3 eV2

Â sin22q23 > 0.92fi  37°<q23<45°
ß Is this all ? Absolutely not ! At least three things: q13, d and sign Dm2

32
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atm solar
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Future experimental programFuture experimental program

ß Mass scheme
ÂNormal or inverted?
ÂTest via matter effects at very long baselines

ß Value of q13 angle
ÂICARUS will reach sin22q13 < 0.04 (limited by statistics)
ÂNeed new very intense nm beams with low backgrounds

– Superbeams: JHF, …

ß CP&T violation
ÂNeed solar LMA solution and q13 not too small
ÂMost likely need a neutrino factory (neutrinos from decays of

muons in storage rings)
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Mass hierarchy determinationMass hierarchy determination
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Looking at the Looking at the qq1313 term term

P(nm Æ nt ) = cos4 q13 sin2 2q23D
2

32

sin22q13 sin2q23 sin2(Dm2
32 L/4En)

† 

P ne Æ nm( ) ª

† 

P ne Æ nt( ) ª sin22q13 cos2q23 sin2(Dm2
32 L/4En)

for Dm2
21 (L/4En)<<1, e.g. LBL experiment neglecting solar  

In contrast, 
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Limits on Limits on qq1313

† 

U =

1 0 0
0 c23 s23
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c12 s12 0
-s12 c12 0
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¯ 

˜ 
˜ ˜ 

•Knowledge dominated
by CHOOZ reactor
disappearance
experiment
•Knowledge from
atmospheric neutrinos
limited due to accidental
cancellation (flux muon ≈
2x flux electron)
• q13 is crucial to prove
the existence of the 3x3
mixing matrix !!!

Excluded

Allowed
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with

† 

nm Æ ne

† 

Dm2 ª 1- 4( ) ¥10-3eV 2 sin2 2q13 ≠ 0
sin22q13 sin2q23 sin2(Dm2

32 L/4En)

† 

P ne Æ nm( ) ª
for Dm2

21 (L/4En)<<1 
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ICARUS
5 years running
2.35 kton fid. mass

Note: LOG-scale !!

Two beam focusing
optimizations

t optimized beam:

P(nm Æ ne) = sin2 2q13sin2 q23D2
32

Dm2
32=3x10–3 eV2; sin22q23 = 1
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Off-axis beams

qpn = 1mr

p momentum, GeV

n m
 e

ne
rg

y,
 G

eV

1008040200 60
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40
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30

qpn = 10mr

qpn = 3mr

qpn = 0

En = 
0.43 pp

1+(gpqpn)2

qpn

p

nm

The knowledge of q13 is crucial to know if the d phase
(CP/T violation) could be observable !
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The plans are in very different phases. Most are in optimization phase.
JHF-SK most advanced.

((““Super-beamSuper-beam””) LBL experiments) LBL experiments
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m ep0

1.8 events 9.3 events 11.1 events

123.2 events @ sin22q13=0.1, Dm2=3×10-3eV2

Backgrounds

Signal

(5 years running)

nnee appearance in JHF- appearance in JHF-KamiokaKamioka (phase 1) (phase 1)
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Nakaya, NUFACT01

† 

sin2 2q13 > 6 ¥10-3
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Neutrino factory (>2015)Neutrino factory (>2015)
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            m- Æe- nenm
nmÆne       appearance
nm                          disappearance
nmÆnt       appearance
ne    disappearance
neÆ nm    appearance
neÆ nt    appearance

Plus their charge conjugates with m+

beam

The oscillation physics program at the NFThe oscillation physics program at the NF
Ideal detector should be able

to measure 12 different
processes as a function of

L and En

  

† 

nlN Æ l- + hadrons
n lN Æ l+ + hadrons

Ï 
Ì 
Ó 

      
nlN Æ nl + hadrons
n lN Æ n l + hadrons

Ï 
Ì 
Ó 

1. Particle ID: charged lepton tags incoming neutrino flavor
2. Charge ID: sign of lepton charge tags helicity of incoming
neutrino
3. Energy resolution: Reconstructed event energy is En=El+Ehad

4. Various baselines L could help for detector systematics
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The same interaction three different waysThe same interaction three different ways……
Calorimeter

Water Cerenkov
Liquid argon Imaging

W

nm m–

d u

Hadrons
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Over-constraining the parameters (I)Over-constraining the parameters (I)

Right sign µ
Wrong sign µ

Electrons
(no charge info) NC-like

Combining all classesfi (over-constrained) sensitivity to all oscillations!
A. Bueno et.al. , Nucl.Phys.B589 (2000) 577

ICARUS-
like
10kton
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nneeÆnÆnmm oscillation probability oscillation probability

P(neÆnm)=P(nmÆne)=

4c2
13[sin2 D23s2

12s2
13+c2

12(sin2D13s2
13s2

23+sin2D12s2
12(1-(1+s2

13)s2
23))]

–1/2c2
13sin2q12s13sin2q23cosd[cos2D13– cos2D23–2cos2q12sin2D12]

+1/2c2
13sindsin2q12s13sin2q23[sin2D12–sin2D13+sin2D23]

Following the conventional formalism for leptonic mixing, CP-/T-
violating effects are observed in appearance transitions involving the
first family. Therefore, transitions between electron and muon flavors
are clearly favored.

These probabilities are composed of three terms:
Independent of d

CP-even
CP-odd Beat of frequencies
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Looking for effects of Looking for effects of d !d !

† 

P ne Æ nm( )

† 

En (GeV )

Effect “largest” when
beat of three sin-
functions:

Dm2
21 (L/4En)≈1

&
Dm2

32 (L/4En )>1

fiL/E of “solar” !

L=2900 km

d=0, +π/2, –π/2
matter& vacuum

Effect vanishes at high energy
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How to experimentally observe the How to experimentally observe the dd-phase?-phase?

•Dd≡ P(neÆnm;d=p/2)– P(neÆnm;d=0)
Compares oscillation probabilities as a function of En measured with wrong-sign muon event spectra, to
MonteCarlo predictions of the spectrum in absence of CP violation

•DCP(d)≡ P(neÆnm;d)– P(neÆnm;d)
Compares oscillation probabilities measured using the appearance of nm and nm, running the storage ring with a
beam of stored m+ and m-, respectively. Matter effects are dominant at large distances

•DT(d)≡ P(neÆnm; d)– P(nmÆne; d)
Compares the appearance of nm and ne in a beam of stored m+ and m-. As opposite to the previous case, matter
effects are the same, thus cancel out in the difference

•DT(d)≡ P(neÆnm; d)– P(nmÆne; d)
Same as previous case, but with antineutrinos. This effect is usually matter-suppressed with respect to the
neutrino case.
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LeptogenesisLeptogenesis
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So finally, Why neutrino physics?So finally, Why neutrino physics?

WE ARE HERE !

?

If we take
1. neutrino masses for an indication that new physics at a large

energy scale exists and
2. neutrino oscillations for a hint that CP-violation is occurring in

the lepton sector (hope that d≠0)
then this could have implications for the observed matter-

antimatter asymmetry in the Universe !


